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Folegandros is the island of measure.

In the last two decades has developed a mild tourism development but it kept its traditional character.

It has a variety of natural areas of special ecological importance placed under national and international protection.

Areas that belong to the Network NATURA 2000, sites of exceptional natural beauty, and wildlife shelters while many areas are designated as important bird (IBAs)
Folegandros Good Practices

...an "alternative" destination, fairly ranked in the non-polluting "clean" destinations, with an environmental tradition...

...cited as an example of a viable Mediterranean destination with a tendency to develop a cyclical economy!
Folegandros is an island, suitable for sailors, supported by the international STN and European SAIL MED. Sail Transport Network, exploiting the region's large wind potential, implements the "pure" way of cultural interconnection and transportation of goods and courier services with sailing boats.

The first ECO hotel in the Cyclades, authentic, picturesque and romantic. Operates in line with European environmental standards for energy conservation, using solar and wind energy in many parts of their facilities.

The 1st island of the Cyclades that replaced the plastic bag with a paper bag and fabric pouches for packaging. Also, constitute the first islands of the Cyclades used revolving straws, adopting the European directive on reduction of plastic and environment protection.